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Docket No. 030-31072 License No. 37-28367-01 4

Professional. Quality Testing Co.
ATTN: Mr. John C. Chabal

Vice President
=1370 Old Freeport. Road-
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15238

Gentlemen:
,

Subject: Inspection No. 030-31072/90-001

This refers to-your letter dated July 31, 1990, in response to our letter
dated July |18, 1990 --

Thank you for informing us of the corrective and preventive actions documented
in your , letter.- These actions will be examined during a future inspection of

--your. licensed program.

However, your corrective action in regard to Item 1 is inadequate. As
-

discussed in a telephone' conversation between you and Mr. R. H, Ladun of-this
staff'on October 29, 1990 you must either:

1. -Abide by Section 6.2(g) of'your Personnel Operating and~ Emergency
'

Proceduras which requires =that-radioisotopes devices be returned to a
radiographic storage vault when operations are complete; or

2. Seek an amendment to your license which reflects storage inside a locked.
~

camper _ bed which 1s_ attached to a-utility. trailer.:-

If_you:so-desire to choose.the latter option, you'must provide assurance that
;the requirements of 10 CFR 20.207(a).are met. Specifically, you must-describe
how the-trailer willibe made immobile when parked _and you must describe the;
location where parked (1.e. inside or outside of the owner controlled' area).

-We-understand-that~until this item can be resolved-you are-storing the-isotope
iin the locked camper;:inside a' locked steel box. 'To provide assurance.that-
the requirements.of_10 CFR 20.207(a).are.being met, the trailer will be parked
.inside-allocked area-under your control and will be made immobile. If your

'

understanding is different from ours, please notify _ us by telephone-
_immediately.

You are required to respond to this letter in writing, and in preparing your
response you should follow the instructiens in Appendix A.
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Professional Quality Testing Co. 2

Your cooperation with us is appreciated.

Sincerely,

ORIGINAL SIGNED BY:
JOHN R. WHITE

John White, Chief
Nuclear Materials Safety Section C
Division of Radiation Safety

and Safeguards

cc:
Public Document Room (POR)
Nuclear Safety Information Center (NSIC)
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania

bcc:
Region I Docket Room (w/ concurrences)
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